Was born in Zaragoza the unique company of Bio cosmetics with the
ECOCERT COSMOS ORGANIC certification.
(Unification of the European certificated)
A company in solidarity with the the environment and Corporate Social
Responsibility.
SKINATURE was born in Zaragoza with the only goal of creating a natural, ecological
and efficient dermocosmetic. This Biocosmetic laboratory conceived skin
biocompatible products selecting the most effective natural assets.
By the hand of Marcela A. Valoroso, pharmaceutical and businesswoman with high
experience in international laboratories, was created HELIXIUM; a formula with the
exclusive complex :Helix Aspersa Bío+ Sechum Edule Bío for the skin regeneration.
Without Parabens, without Petrochemical, without phenoxyethanol.
In this purpose it has its own research department creating exclusives formulas,
innovating and being the first Spanish company to obtain the Ecocert Cosmos Orgánic
certificate.
It distributes from our community to Mexico, Finland, France, Portugal, Belgium, Italy,
Japan, Russia and Spain; countries where the media have already been converted “eco”.
Comparing with other products, the Bio value in cosmetic is that the skin can be treated
without toxic accumulating in our body when we are using products daily, a way of
health care, because there is no artificial agents in them.
We can obtain the best benefits without accumulating toxins in the body.
One of the characteristics of SKINATURE, is it responsibility regarding to health and
environment, as health care and solidarity, participating in programs to integrate people
with disabilities.
The philosophy of the company is aimed at the customer as the protagonist in all
investigations.
The distribution of those Bio products is made only in sales specialists or professionals
like the Pharmacies.

During March SKINATURE participated to the The INFARMA International Fair, and
presented its new web site and its new range of Premium ecological cosmetics
HELIXIUM
98 % of its ingredients is from natural origin, and 20% of the total ingredients is
coming from the ecological agriculture.
It´s using as an active principle the snail mucus highly rich in :
• Alantoina for cell regeneration.
• Proteins and vitamins for nutrition skin.
• Proteins able to break the bacterial cell walls.
• Glycolic acid regenerating damaged tissue.
• Hyaluronic acid retains large amounts of water and therefore maintains greater skin
hydration.

